Scavenger Hunt
Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, February 12, 2017 print
replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. But most of the time, Goldin and Katz found, women are working longer because of
decisions they made much earlier in their lives. What were the two main choices they
made? (MAIN)
2. Nearly 38 years ago, what did President Carter install at the White House? (MAIN)
3. What test did North Korea reportedly do this week? (MAIN)
4. What was French farmer Cédric Herrou, convicted of and was his sentence? (MAIN)
5. Britain plans to give after-school training to teenagers in a bid to protect against online
attacks. What will they be teaching? (MAIN)
6. Police say a 29-year-old woman plunged about 30 feet to her death off an escalator in
the World Trade Center. What was she trying to grab? (MAIN)
7. What is Fiat Lux Scholars? (MAIN)
8. Miles Cahn, who with his wife founded Coach Leather ware, which helped redefine the
American handbag as both chic and practical, died Friday at home in New York. He was
95. Mr. Cahn and his wife, Lillian, founded Coach in 1961 after buying what? Who came
up with the idea to make women’s handbags? (MAIN)
9. After years of debate, Yale University said Saturday it will change the name of a
residential college that honors a 19th-century alumnus and former U.S. vice president
who was an ardent supporter of slavery. Yale trustees said the Ivy League university is
renaming Calhoun College after what trailblazing computer scientist? (MAIN)
10. The neon-orange sphere is meant to protect its occupants from drowning or being
crushed by debris as towering surges batter the coast. It’s made of aircraft-grade
aluminum, with a watertight marine door. Tiny porthole windows are equipped with
bulletproof glass. There’s a ceramic thermal lining, a GPS beacon and air canisters. As
the company’s first customer, Johnson has been experimenting with the quickest way to
climb in, batten the hatch and buckle up for a ride she’s not eager to take. The pod is the
brainchild of aerospace engineer Julian Sharpe, founder of Mukilteo-based Survival
Capsule LLC. How did he get the idea? (MAIN)
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